Welcome to an open talk about the Rcoin
In 19/12/13,18:00-21:00@in-belin.de(Lehrter str 53, Berlin).
Program: 1st hour: open, 2nd: groups' discussion, 3rd: reports, shares etc.
The Rcoin - a coin of Respect is a social money in modern time.
What it is: It is electronic and communal, existing only for fixed period of time and
while daily losing it's value, the lost of its owner is recycled in an equal pay to the
community's members. Optionally, in each such cycle of redistribution, the Rcoin
could be realized in other currencies, by equally paying in the other currency
some of the amount earned by the community, otherwise it is only an inner
community medium of exchange, yet non-money nor an-equivalent to money.
Example: If I have 10 Rcoins for 100 years and we are 4 members in the
community, then from those 10 Rcoins in the next year, I have only 9.925 (9.9 like
in 1% inflation + 0.025 for being a member) and each of the other 3 members got
additional 0.25 Rcoins.
What It is good for: Making members more supportive in their community (if I am
going to earn more then you, then you are going to get something form that, so
you might have some interest in supporting me) and for saving more communal
(as the amount of saved Rcoins is equalized along the time).
How to use it: It can be used in association acting for the benefit of neighbors and
having some divisions, like coffee-shop and bakery: Example: The association
buys chocolate in money and sells it for Rcoins to it's bakery, making from that a
cake and selling it for Rcoins to the coffee shop, selling the cake with coffee to the
association for Rcoins and neighbor buy it from the association for Rcoin while
tourist in money.
More: http://namzezam.wdfiles.com/local--files/start/rcoin.txt
http://communal-coin.wikidot.com/ Search: Rcoin Coin of Resppect
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The line is of owner's
lost and the plane is of
cumulative gain of the
members, where
X = Time in days,
Y = Value of the Rcoin,
Z = Number of
community's members,
C = Cumulative
member's gain and
S = Start value of Rcoin,
as S = C * Z.

